The book looks at the problem of defining leadership, and uses the metaphor of leadership as a portfolio of arts rather than as a science to explain the complexities and uncertainties surrounding our understanding. In a series of extended case studies, the book examines the application of the Leadership Arts through two types of leadership story: contrasting parallels and extreme leaders.
The Arts of Leadership
The Arts of Leadership
The more we try and analyse leadership, the less it seems we understandthere is a contradiction at the heart of the subject, and research data tends to produce either complex and contradictory findings or one simple but The capacity of the leader to change anything on his or her own seems severely limited, and results would appear to be most successful when the problems are delegated to followers.
So leadership is at its heart a series of paradoxes. In order to understand these paradoxes, it may be easier to see leadership as a portfolio of arts rather than as a science, and to start with some fundamental questions:
In sum, leadership is critically concerned with establishing and co-ordinating the relationships between four things: the who, the what, the how and the why?
• Who are you -an identity constructed out of the amorphous baggage of myth and historical interpretation;
• What does the organisation want to achieve -a strategic vision that imagines a possible future;
• How will they achieve this -organisational tactics that represent forms and manoeuvres interacting with the competition and uncertain in outcome;
• Why should anybody follow -persuasive communication that induces an audience to believe in the identity and the vision.
There are four Leadership Arts viz.
1.
The Philosophical Art 2. The Fine Art
3.
The Martial Art
The Performing Art
Within each 'Art' the leader may choose between key drivers that define the scope for developing each element of the co-ordinating process:
The Philosophical Art: Who are We and How is the Leader's Identity Constructed
The creation and definition of identity is the Philosophical Art of leadership.
Machiavelli said that the leader's identity itself is a fabrication, because the followers never see the 'real' leader but only an image constructed for the purpose of government. But the creation of identity is not just about the 
The Fine Art: What Strategic Vision Does the Leader Invent?
Strategic vision may be defined as the Fine Art of leadership -the ability to paint a landscape of the future that also draws on the past and imposes a vision on the collective; where skill and imagination combine to differentiate the journeyman painter from the Grand Master.
To imagine 'what has not been experienced' is to relay to one's followers the hope of a better future, or to recall a prior better state of affairs to which the leader wishes to return.
Leadership is primarily
rooted in, and a product of, the imagination.
In this way leadership creates a community narrative or myth -a narrative that roots a community in the past, explains its present and conjures up a 
The Martial Art: How Does the Leader Get Things Done
The outcome in leadership is never certain -this is the Indeterminacy of Leadership, and a critical weakness in conventional approaches to studying leadership, which tend to assume that 'if all things are equal' then the 'better leader' will prevail. After all, logic would suggest that Henry V's army had no chance of success at Agincourt, and yet he won a stunning victory.
The gap between theory and practice -between the conception and issuing of an order and its implementation -is the political sphere of how followers are persuaded to follow. Foucault refers to power as a relationship rather than a property with the implication is that networks of different kinds of power are essential to leadership success. Strauss calls this the 'negotiated order' of organisational existence. Leaders depend upon followers to deliver, and the quality of 'follower motivation' can be critical to success.
So, equally, can the quality with which resources are applied by the leader.
The martial arts are a metaphor for the application of resources in a strategic context. Where sides are evenly matched, a battle of attrition is likely to result.
On the other hand, where there is a mismatch of resources, the advantage may be neutralised by avoiding rather than resisting the superior force.
Hitler's use of legitimate means of achieving power in 1933 neutralised the democratic opposition in Germany which had assumed that he would use illegal means -thereby putting them off-balance.
Another widely used and often successful tactic is based on the notion of using the strength of the stronger side against itself, or inversion. In this way carefully chosen words have a power as great as actions to initiate change, even though we commonly disparage words as 'less than' deeds.
The Case Studies
Laker The identity Branson created for Virgin was much more sustainable than Laker's. Strategically, Branson was able to learn from Laker's mistakes -the delays in launching the service, the need to look beyond price as the main mechanism of competition, the need to time initiatives to take advantage of regulatory change. Here
Branson was much more imaginative and successful at minimising the risk and cost of failure.
Tactically, Laker was arrogant and blustering where Branson was shrewd -a negotiator who hid his skill and determination behind a casual façade. His key tactic was to invert the resource advantage of his competitors by taking the moral high ground and winning huge amounts of free and favourable publicity in the process. In doing so he encouraged his competitors to make mistakes.
Not a natural performer, Branson carefully exploited set piece PR stunts that avoided his lack of verbal fluency, where Laker's more outgoing personality made do with ad hoc opportunities.
The Spithead and Nore Mutinies of 1797
Following closely upon the successful Spithead mutiny which obtained much improved service conditions for England's hard-pressed seamen, the Nore mutiny failed in a flurry of recrimination and executions. Why? The answer lies not in any different approach taken by the two leaders of Spithead and Nore, but in the different response of the opposition -the British Admiralty -which fundamentally changed the basis on which leadership could succeed. What had worked once could not be repeated.
Having accepted the Spithead mutineers as loyal sailors airing grievances, the Admiralty successfully labelled the Nore mutineers as subversive revolutionaries making extreme demands. In fact their strategic visions were identical, but the Nore mutineers failed to ensure that their version of events was heard, and failed to allow for the rapid change in law that enabled the Admiralty to enforce discipline that had been lacking at Spithead. Thus the resource inversion available to the Spithead mutineers -the lack of support within the navy and the Government for drastic action -was denied those at the Nore. Later, in England, with public opinion disengaged from the trials of war, her attempts to reform the nursing profession were repeatedly blocked by the interest groups threatened by her reforms -the army, the medical profession and the government. Her strategic vision had not changed, but that of the British 'establishment' had.
Never a great communicator she selected a communication medium -writing thousands of campaigning letters -that protected her shyness. Nevertheless she become herself an icon of public adoration with which she was unable to cope, becoming a recluse rather than transforming it into a mass movement for change. success lay a paradox -the very unconventional means by which he achieved success and notoriety were not allowed to his subordinates, who were expected to follow his plans in order to deliver success. Opportunism in the leader had to be matched by conformism among the followers. This is an unavoidable element of 'leading by example'. 
Adolf Hitler
Part of Hitler's genius as a leader was to create an identity for the German people that was so compelling, and matched his own perverted vision, creating an identity for the Jews and the political left as the problem and for the Nazis as the solution. This mobilisation was not based on consensus, but on difference -the creation of a common enemy. Knowledge Interchange Book Summaries
Martin Luther King
One of King's achievements was to maintain an ambiguous position at the centre of an alliance of disparate black and white organisations loosely coordinating efforts to achieve civil rights for the black population of the United
States.
King's vision was concrete in its aims -the same rights for blacks as whites already had -and also idealistic in its pursuit of economic equality, an aim seldom if ever achieved.
At the heart of his tactical style was another paradox -the only way he could attract attention and support for his core principle of non-violence was by provoking his opponents to act violently towards his supporters. This they were willing to do, so after initially withdrawing from confrontation King was able to invert his opponents' resource strength. Knowledge Interchange Book Summaries
